
Let‛s discover the volcanoes
Read the defi nitions and put the words in the correct place 

in the fi gure below. Afterwards, color it! 

Magma = the molten rocks inside the earth
Lava = the molten rocks when they come to the surface of the earth
Volcanic ash = the smallest rock fragments ejected from volcanoes
Magmatic chamber = the chamber containing the magma deep in the earth‛s crust
Main vent or Exit vent = the conduit through which the magma passes
Crater (Exit) = the point on the earth‛s surface where volcanic materials come out
Side or secondary exit = the exit of the magma from some of the  volcano‛s sides
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Right or Wrong?
Read the following questions and note R for the right ones 

and W for the wrong ones.

Answers: 1.W, 2.R, 3.W, 4.R, 5.R, 6.R, 7.R, 8.W, 9.R, 10.R.

Congratulations!
Now it is time to share the above information with your friends and family!

1. All volcanoes are conical-shaped mountains.

2. The scientists who study the volcanoes 
are called volcanologists.

3. The center of the earth is fl uid.

4. Lava is called the magma when it comes outon 
the surface of the earth.

5. The vineyard and other kinds of crops thrive 
in volcanic soils.

6. Santorini is an active volcano in Greece, 
part of theAegean volcanic arc.

7.

Caldera is a huge circular hollow at the top 
of a volcano, formedafter a large volcanic 
eruption whenthe cone of an active volcano 
collapses.

8. The volcanoes that we fi nd today 
in the island of Lesvos are active.

9. In Lesvos we fi nd impressive volcanic formations.

10.
The creation of the Lesvos Petrifi ed Forest 
is connected with the intense volcanic activityin 
the area 18.5 - 16, 5 millionyears ago.

Total of right answers!


